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MATHEMATICS 
PRODUCTS OF COMPACT METRIC SPACES ARE 
REGULAR WALLMAN 
BY 
A. K. STEINER AND E. F. STEINER 1) 
(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of March 30,' 1968) 
In [4], FRI~K generalized Wallman's method of compactification. His 
constructions use normal bases of closed sets instead of the family of all 
closed sets as employed by WALLMAN [8]. These compactifications are 
called Wallman. Although it is not known whether all Hausdorff com-
pactifications may be obtained in this way, many can be (see [1], [2], 
[3], [5], [6], [7]). Among these are certain classes of metric compactifi-
cations. However, these don't even include all compactifications which 
lie in the plane. We will show that all metric compactifications are Wall-
man; in fact, we prove this for a much larger class. 
Conditions on a compact space are known [7, Theorem 4] which will 
insure that it is a Wallman compactification of all of its dense subspaces. 
Compact spaces which satisfy these conditions are called regular Wallman. 
We show that any product of compact metric spaces is regular Wallman. 
A family of sets closed under finite unions and intersections will be 
called a ring. A regular closed set is a closed set which is the closure of 
its interior. A compact Hausdorff space is a regular Wallman space if it 
possesses a ring of regular closed sets which separates points from closed 
sets. Actually, any base for closed sets which is a ring will separate points 
from closed sets in a compact space. Thus, a compact space is regular 
Wallman if it possesses a ring of regular closed sets which is a base. 
Theorem. Compact metric spaces are regular Wallman. 
Let X be a compact metric space. We will construct. a ring of regular 
closed sets which is a base for closed sets in X. First we will give some 
definitions and a preliminary lemma. 
We will say that a family f of sets is partially nested if whenever 
T1, T2 E f, T1 n T2 =!=if> implies T1 C T2 or T2 C T1. A family !/ is nested 
in f if whenever S E !/, T E f, S n T =1= if> implies that S CT. Observe 
that iff is a finite partially nested family which contains X then each 
point x EX is contained in a smallest member of f. 
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Lemma. Let .F be a finite partially nested family of regular closed 
sets containing X, F={x1, ... , Xk} a finite set of points of X and e>O. 
Then there is a disjoint family .9' = {S(x1), ... , S(xk)} of regular closed sets 
of diameter less that e such that Xt E S(x,), i = l, 2, ... , k and .9' is nested 
in .F. 
Proof of lemma. For each i= l, 2, ... , k there is an open set U1 
such that X£ E Ut, U,- n Ui- =cp if i~j, and the diameter of Ut is less 
than e. Furthermore u, can be chosen so that u,- (f T = c/> if Xt ¢ T E .F. 
Now let Tt be the smallest member of .F which contains Xt. Since T 1 is 
a regular closed set, x, E [Ut n int T,]- = S(x,). It is not hard to see that 
.9' = {S(x1}, ... , S(xk)} satisfies the required conditions. 
Proof of theorem. The lemma will be used to construct a sequence 
{ .9' n} of families of regular closed sets with the following properties: 
.9'o={X}. For all n;;;..l, 
(i) .9' n is a finite family of disjoint regular closed sets of diameter less 
than lfn. 
(ii) .9'n is nested in 9'm for all O.;;;m<n. 
(iii) for each x EX there is an Sn(x) E .9' n such that d(x, Sn(x)) < lfn, 
and xES E 9"m, O.;;;m<n, implies Sn(x) C S. 
To define .9'1, choose a finite set F(X) of points in X such that 
d(x, F(X)) < l for all x EX. Let .9'1 be a family of disjoint closures of 
open spheres with radius less than l and centers at the points of F(X). 
Clearly .9'1 satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). 
To define .9'n, proceed by induction. Let .F = U {9"t: O..;:;i..;:;n-1}. For 
each S E .F, let F(S) be a finite set of points from S such that d(s, F(S)) < 
<lfn for alls ES. Define F= u {F(S):S E.F} and let e=lfn. Apply the 
lemma to .F, F, and e to obtain 9'n. Properties (i) and (ii) follow directly. 
To prove (iii), let x EX. Since .F is partially nested, letS be the smallest 
member containing x. Then there is a y E F(S) such that d(x, y) < lfn. 
Let Sn(x) =S(y) C S. Thus, d(x, Sn(x)) .;;;d(x, y) < lfn. Since Sis the smallest 
member of .F which contains x, Sn(x) is contained in all members of .F 
which contain x. 
We will now construct the desired base. A set S is called tail open if 
xES implies that the sets in the sequence {Sn(x)} are eventually contained 
in S. Let J be the family of all closed sets in X which are tail open. 
From (iii) it follows Sn(x) E J for all n and x. It is clear that J is a ring. 
Since xE(U {intS,(x):i;;.n})- for each n, J consists of regular closed 
sets. It remains to show that J is a base. 
Let H be closed andy¢ H. Choose an integer n such that lfn<d(y, H)/4 
and define G=H u (U {St(x): x E H, i>n}). From (i) and (iii) it follows 
that y ¢G. Since each St(x) is tail open, it is clear that G is tail open. 
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Now. we will show that G is closed. Suppose z ¢: G, and choose an integer 
m>n such that 1/m<d(z, H)/4. Write G=A u B where 
A= [H u (u {Sc(x): x E H, i>m})] 
and B= [u {St(x): x E H, m;;;.i>n}]. If x E A, then d(x, H) <d(z, H)/2 and 
so d(x, z) >d(z, H)f4. Thus z ¢:A-. Since B is a finite union of closed sets 
(each fft is finite and S,(x) E f/c) and z ¢: B, z ¢:B-. Hence z ¢ G- and so 
G is closed. Thus f is a base and the proof is complete. 
Since the regular Wallman property is productive [7, Theorem 6] we 
have · . 
Corollary. Products of compact metric spaces are regular Wallman 
and hence are Wallman compactifications of each of their dense subspaces. 
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